
Planning evidence 

Topic: Kate Sheppard 

1. What were the reasons for Kate Sheppard’s migration to New Zealand? 
2. What were the experiences Kate Sheppard had in New Zealand? 
3. How did the migration of Kate Shepard change New Zealand? 

 
Books: 

1. Kevin Boon Kate Sheppard Secondary resource on Kates 
life.  Useful to answer FQ2. Full 
on biography with Primary 
resources 

2. Sheryll Ofner New Zealand women in 
the 19th century 

Secondary resource detailing  
Kate Sheppards life. Useful for 
FQ3.  

 
Internet: 

1. 
www.teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/2s20/shepp
ard-katherine-wilson 

Secondary resource on kates 
life useful to answer FQ2. 

 2. nzhistory.net.nz/culture/immigration/home-
away-from-home/summary 

Secondary resource which has 
much info from immigration 
from England to NZ. 

 
Other: 

1. $10 note 
 

Primary resource that can 
answer FQ3. 

 2. Newspaper article – White Camellias in 
Dominion post 20th Sept 2008 

Talks to 4 of Kates 
descendants about Kates 
legacy.  Useful for FQ2. 

 

Time Management Plan 

6th May Decide who to do research on 

8th May Hand in preliminary plan 

10th May Complete task 1, 2 & 3 

13th May Hand in task 1, 2 & 3.  Begin task 4,5 & 6a 

15th May Understand what to do. 

17th May Complete some sheets 

20th May Hand in task 4 & 5.  Begin task 6b. 

Etc.: 4 more similar entries… 

 
Selected evidence 

FQ: What were the reasons for Kate Sheppards migration to New Zealand 
http://www.nzhistory .net.nz/culture/immigration/home-away-from-home/summary 
Downloaded:  

[11 lines of printed evidence] 

Annotation: Identify the relevance to the FQ: 
This resource is relevant to FQ1 as it shows how many british people migrated to NZ in the 
1860’s.  It was because the british had assistance with fares.  Kate Sheppard migrated to NZ 
during the same time as assistance with fare were provided. Kate migrated to NZ in 1869. 

 
Other examples of annotation comments: 

This resource is relevant to FQ1 as in the early 1860’s there were many assisted families 
coming from Britain to live in NZ for a better life.  This may have been the case for Kate & 
her family; as her family boarded the “Maoaka” an immigrant ship to come to NZ in 1869 as 
refrenced in the ‘the biography of Kate Sheppard’. 

This resource is relevant as it shows why Kate migrated to NZ; it was to join her elder sister 
who married a New Zealander. Around the time her family & she migrated to NZ, many 
British people had help with assistance with fares to come to NZ. which is refrenced by 
nzhistory. 

This resource is relevant to FQ2 as it shows Kates experience in NZ.  It shows how hard 
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Kate worked for womens rights to vote despite the many failures.  It all her hardwork paid off 
she ended up being the 1st president for “The National Council of Women” a picture can be 
seen by teara.govt.nz.  This resource also shows how Kate campaigned for better conditions 
overall. 

 
 
Evaluation 
Limitations of resources, validity/reliability of sources: 
I found it very difficult to answer FQ as there aren’t many resources on the reason of Kates 
migration.  I searched through many books & websites even with the librarians assistance 
nothing popped up.  The same basic generic answers for Kates migration would be repeated 
on all books & sites.  The resources I did achieve for FQ only one of them actually talks 
about Kate whilst the other 2 are about British migration to NZ during the time when Kate & 
her family migrated. 
I ordered Newspaper clippings about Kate but I never received them.  I felt that I didn’t use 
much of a variety of sources. 
The resources from nzhistory are basically a skim of the tear.govt.nz site.  I felt that the 
nzhistory sources weren’t so good as it was just a basic summary. 
I tried finding Documentaries about Kate Sheppard through both the library & internet & 
came out empty handed. There was a few documentaries about Kate Sheppard in the library 
however they were still checked out by the time I finished this work. 
 
Comment and explain any successful aspects of your research: 
I found it very fulfilling to answer FQ3 because Kate Sheppard has left a massive impact 
nationally & internationally.  Besides by not just being on the $10 bill, Kate did many things 
after the Electoral Act 1893 which I find interesting.  I had great time management I always 
handed in all my tasks to be checked at the correct time which helped me to improve on 
what I’ve done wrong from the teachers comments.  I was very active in trying to find 
sources. I went to many different librarians questioning them for help.  I used resources out 
of school. 
I used quite a lot of primary sources which are far more trustworthy than using secondary 
resources.  I had much ease finding Primary resources because Kates legacy is forever 
remembered & can never be forgotten. 
 
What would you improve for future research? 
If I could improve my work I would change from doing this whole piece completely devoted to 
Kate Sheppard & change it to focus on groups because I found it too difficult to answer FQ1 
for Kate that I just used the British group who migrated to NZ during the same time as her. I 
also would have used much more resource, I ordered some Newspaper clippings about Kate 
Sheppard through INNZ but I never received the clippings. 
I would devote more time on task 6a because I felt that I didn’t indulge in it as much as I 
wanted to. The information I put in didn’t feel so good it felt too basic & generic.  I would 
have devoted more time on this at home than just doing it at school.  I would improve on my 
and writing more because it also seems sloppy as I am writing it out on the sheets.  And also 
perhaps use a different pen.  As the grip on this isn’t too good. 
I would pay more attention to the Questions & try my best to understand & answer them. 
Read through all the books & sites containing information about Kat Sheppard & much more 
thoroughly& again wrap my head around the information & Do my best to fully understand 
the information so that I can use it to my potential. 
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